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Case Manager:______________________
Mr. Smith
Teacher:___________________________
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Student Name:_____________________________ Grade_________

Benton-Stearns Education District

School:___________________________________

SLD

Disability Area:_____________________________

Date_______________

Is the student making adequate progress on IEP goals/objectives in the following areas?
Yes

Academic

Math

Computer
Access

No

✔

✔
✔
✔

Yes with
Accommodations
and/or AT

Yes

Mobility/Gross
Motor

✔

Written Work

Reading

Yes with
Accommodations
and/or AT

✔

Fine Motor Skills

Hearing, Vision

Communication

No

Pencil Grip, lined paper

✔
✔

1.

If the answer was "Yes" to all of the above questions, stop here.

2.

If the answer was "No" to any of the above questions, continue on to complete page 2 or
the AT Quick Consideration and determine if the team needs to complete SETT process
to identify appropriate AT supports.

3.

If you answered "Yes with Accommodations and/or AT” continue on to question 4.

4.

Are the accommodations/AT still appropriate and helping with IEP goal/objective progress? If
“Yes” document AT tools in the IEP. If “No” , continue on to complete page 2 or the AT
Quick Consideration and determine if the team needs to complete SETT process to identify
appropriate AT supports.

Additional Comments:

Serving: ROCORI — Foley — Holdingford — Kimball — Sartell / St. Stephen — Sauk Rapids / Rice

✔
✔

Assistive Technology Quick Consideration
Student:
What are the student’s strengths,
abilities and skills

Benton is a social student,
hardworker and likes to please
teachers. He is good at math
and is a good reader, reading
above his current grade level.
He wants to get all of his
assignments done on time.

Environment:
Classes and situations where help
is needed

Benton needs help in
Language Arts, and
whenever there are large
writing assignments in his
other classes

4. Did the team identify an
option to try?

YES

NO

4. Does the Team need further
information?

W
H
E
R
E
BSED

YES

Tasks:
What are the tasks the student
needs to be able to accomplish to
meet IEP goals and/or make
progress in the general
curriculum?

Tools:
What are the AT items or services
required to address these tasks?
What features would the item or
service need to have?

Benton needs to be able to
answer in complete
sentences, write a paragraph,
and at times longer reports.

Currently using pencil grip,
Need something that helps him
organize his thoughts, as well
as something to help with being
able to get thoughts on paper
more quickly. Try a graphic
organizer, possibly an ipad app

List the option to try in the “Adaptions in General and Special
Education” section of the IEP. IF Assistive Technology is the
identified option it can be listed as a trial period in the same
adaptions section.
If after completing the Assistive Technology Quick
Consideration the team still needs more information or
expertise to make a decision, a request for assistance may be
made to BSED. The plan to seek assistance is documented in
the IEP under adaptations in general and special education.

After a need for Assistive Technology has been determined, it is appropriate to state in the IEP, the specific features of the AT that have been found
to be necessary for learning. This assures that the appropriate assistive technology will be made available. Typically, the type of device or features is
noted, rather than the specific device name (e.g. talking software vs. Write OutLoud) to allow for flexibility using different tools to meet IEP objectives.
There are six areas on the
IEP forms where it is most
appropriate to include AT.
The six areas include:

•
•
•

Present Level of Educational Performance
Transition (as appropriate)
Annual Instructional Goals and Objectives

Kelly Peterson, AT Consultant

•
•
•

Comprehensive Assessment and Standards Assessment
Adaptations in General and Special Education
Special Education and Related Services
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